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A numerical study was performed to investigate the detailed effects of activation energy Ea on the
oblique detonation wave surface instability. Numerical simulations were performed using an ideal
reactive flow model given by the inviscid Euler equations with one-step irreversible Arrhenius reaction
kinetics. The numerical results demonstrate two types of unstable structures following the initial
smooth surface after detonation initiation. One exhibits by a “saw-tooth” reactive front and the other
exhibits by a “keystone” feature. To quantify the destabilization processes, two characteristic length
scales, L1 and L2, are defined statistically to be the length of the smooth detonation surface before the
appearance of instabilities and the length of the unstable surface before the first cellular structure with
the onset of right-running transverse waves, respectively. Their dependence on Ea was simulated and
analyzed. In general, both lengths decrease with increasing Ea, making the surface more unstable.
However, with increasing Ea, the high temperature sensitivity of the mixture causes an abrupt explosion
in the initiation region, introducing a high overdriven surface and suppressing the instability. With
the balance between the destabilizing effect of Ea and the stabilizing effect of increasing overdrive
factor, both L1 and L2 are found to approach a near-constant value in the high Ea limit. Published by
AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5054063

I. INTRODUCTION

Air-breathing propulsion systems for hypersonic flight
attract more and more attention in recent years.1,2 Besides
the supersonic combustion based on deflagration, the idea
of harnessing the power of a standing oblique detonation
wave (ODW)3–6 has long been considered and still attracts
great research interest. Early investigations have provided the
basic foundation for steady ODWs,7–9 and later two clas-
sical types of initiation structures, i.e., the abrupt10–12 and
smooth13–15 transition from oblique shock, are observed. The
effect of geometry such as the initiation of conical oblique
detonation is simulated, illustrating a novel ODW structure.16

Another geometrical effect includes the finite-wedge induc-
ing the expansion waves, which may quench the detonation or
change the wave angle.17–19 A number of studies have also
been carried out addressing the effect of mixture inhomo-
geneity in the incomplete premixed combustible gas flow,20–23

illustrating the distorted reaction front and in some cases,
the initiation is achieved by a more complex structure. More
recently, it was found that decreasing M0 also results in more
involved ODW formation structures, with the induction region
observed to end by a set of complicated waves rather than
the deflagration wave.24–28 Furthermore, the transient pro-
cesses induced by the variation of wedge angle θ were studied
recently, illustrating the transition of two different initiation
structures.29

With regard to an established ODW, numerical investiga-
tions have demonstrated that its surface is inherently unstable
with fine-scale instability features, similar to the unstable
frontal structure of normal cellular detonations in tubes.30,31

Cellular surfaces were observed in both the experimental32

and numerical studies.33 Choi et al.34 performed a detailed
numerical study of ODW surface instability, demonstrating
the effects of grid resolution and activation energy Ea for
the first time. It is thought that the high overdriven degree
fod suppresses the formation of cellular surfaces.35,36 How-
ever, our recent study37 demonstrated that high Ea, i.e., 50
non-dimensionalized by inflow parameters, makes the sur-
face eventually unstable after very long evolution regardless
of the high fod degree. A following study38 has illustrated
two types of cellular structures, one is featured by LRTW
(left-running transverse waves) and the other is featured by
additional RRTW (right-running transverse waves). Based on
those processes, two characteristic lengths dependent on Ea

and θ are proposed to quantify the destabilized processes.
Another recent study39 demonstrates that the ODW surface
instability is associated with the initiation region, from where
the disturbance origins.

Although ODW surface instability has been studied
widely in a number of studies, those provide mainly isolated
results and lack an underlying connection. Often different
inflow parameters and chemistry models are employed. As
the simplest model, one-step irreversible Arrhenius reaction
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kinetics could provide fundamental results, which are crucial
to simplifying results from various models and interpret the
underlying physics, e.g., recent studies on detonation propa-
gation.40,41 A previous ODW study38 based on this chemistry
model has revealed the characteristic lengths dependent on Ea

and θ, but Ea is limited in a narrow range around 30. Equiva-
lent to normal detonations,30,31,40,41 Ea is vital in the detonation
dynamics, so in this study its effects on surface instability are
studied further with a wider range from 30 to 50. By simulating
the ODW structure and analyzing the destabilization evolution,
effects of activation energy on the oblique detonation surface
instability are discussed in detail.

II. PHYSICAL MODEL AND
COMPUTATIONAL METHOD

A schematic of the wedge-induced oblique detonation is
shown in Fig. 1. The combustible supersonic inflow with Mach
number M0 reflects on the two-dimensional wedge with angle
θ, and high temperature behind the oblique shock wave (OSW)
may trigger exothermic chemical reactions and lead to the
onset of an oblique detonation wave. For the present numer-
ical study, the computational domain is shown in the region
bounded by the dashed line, whose coordinates are aligned
with the wedge surface, following essentially our previous
studies, e.g., Refs. 26–29. Previous results13,42 demonstrate
that the viscosity and boundary layer have little effects on the
overall ODW structure, different from the supersonic combus-
tion,43–48 and most of the research carried out before is based
on the inviscid assumption. The non-dimensional governing
equations with a single-step, irreversible chemical reaction are
of the form

∂U
∂t

+
∂E
∂x

+
∂F
∂y

+ S = 0, (1)

U =



ρ
ρu
ρv
ρe
ρλ



, E =



ρu
ρu2 + p
ρuv

ρu(e + p)
ρuλ



, F =



ρv
ρuv

ρv2 + p
ρv(e + p)
ρvλ



, S =



0
0
0
0
ω̇



, (2)

with

e =
p

(γ − 1)ρ
+

1
2

(
u2 + v2

)
− λQ, (3)

p = ρT , (4)

ω = −kρ(1 − λ) exp(−Ea/T ). (5)

FIG. 1. A schematic of an oblique detonation wave induced by the wedge in
the combustible gas mixtures.

TABLE I. Pre-exponential factor used in different cases.

Ea k

30 80.2
35 182.6
40 423.9
45 1002.4
50 2411.4

All the flow variables have been made dimensionless by ref-
erence to the uniform unburned state ahead of the detonation
front,

ρ =
ρ̃

ρ̃0
, p =

p̃
p̃0

, T =
T̃

T̃0
, u =

ũ√
R̃T̃0

, Q =
Q̃

R̃T̃0
, Ea =

Ẽa

R̃T̃0
.

(6)

For the chemical reaction, λ is the reaction progress vari-
able which varies between 0 (for unburned reactant) and 1
(for product). The reaction is controlled by Ea and the pre-
exponential factor k, which is chosen to define the spatial and
temporal scales, so the half reaction zone length is unit. Ea and
the corresponding k are shown in Table I.

The governing equations are discretized on Cartesian uni-
form grids and solved numerically using the MUSCL-Hancock
scheme with Strang’s splitting. The MUSCL-Hancock scheme
is formally a second-order extension to Godunov’s first order
upwind method by constructing the Riemann problem on
the inter-cell boundary.49 The scheme is made total variation
diminishing (TVD) with the use of slope limiter MINBEE, and
the Harten-Lax-van Leer-Contact (HLLC) approximate solver
is used for the Riemann problem.

In this study, we use the dimensionless parameters
Q = 50 and γ = 1.2. These are used traditionally in numerical
simulations as canonical values to investigate detonation wave
phenomena in general, only different activation energies are
considered here. Initially the whole flow field has uniform den-
sity, velocity, and pressure. Both the density and pressure are
unity as the unburned state, and the velocity is calculated and
projected according to M0 and θ. Inflow conditions are fixed at
the free-stream values in both the left and upper boundaries of
the domain. Outflow conditions extrapolated from the interior
are implemented on the right and lower boundaries before the
wedge. Slip boundary conditions are used on the wedge sur-
face, which starts from x = 0.5 on the lower boundary. In all
simulations of this study, M0 and θ are fixed at 12.5 and 26◦,
respectively. The default numerical resolution is 32 points per
half reaction length which will be verified in the subsequent
resolution study.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Flow structures and resolution study

The flow fields displayed by pressure and temperature
for Ea = 30 and 35 are shown in Fig. 2. In this study, the
computational domains are adjusted case by case to pro-
vide the best results for illustration. It is observed that the
OSW-ODW transition occurs around x = 20 in both cases,
and the smooth surface of ODW appears after the initiation.
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FIG. 2. Pressure (upper) and temperature (lower) with Ea = 30 (a) and 35 (b).

However, the ODW surface becomes cellular due to the for-
mation of triple points. Effects of Ea can be observed from the
destabilization process qualitatively, i.e., a long smooth sur-
face shown in Fig. 2(a), while a shorter one in Fig. 2(b) for
higher Ea. This indicates that increasing Ea makes the surface
more unstable, which is similar to the instability of normal
detonations.30,31

To investigate the onset of surface instability, local struc-
tures at a certain instant shown by temperature and half reaction
surface are given in Fig. 3. The initial destabilization process
is achieved by the gradual formation of “saw-tooth” type reac-
tive front, as shown in Fig. 3(a). This type of cellular structure
derives from the formation of LRTWs, although they are con-
vected downstream due to high M0. It is observed that the cell
width becomes large near the right boundary of Fig. 3(a). This
provides the circumstances of the successive destabilization

FIG. 3. Local fine structures shown by the temperature field and half reaction
location (black line) on the surface with Ea = 35.

process, and the second type of cellular structures is featured by
additional RRTWs. As shown in Fig. 3(b), the “keystone” type
reactive front appears, which can be viewed as the distorted
cellular structure of normal detonations in oblique supersonic
inflow. The Mach numbers near the local structures are plotted
and marked in Fig. 4. Given inflow Mach number M0 = 12.5,
the post-detonation Mach number decreases to below 3.0, but
the whole flow field remains supersonic. Because of the high
Mach number, all triple points on the detonation surface are
convected downstream, even for LRTWs which face upstream,
as indicated in Fig. 4(a). The rapid Mach number variation
appears near the surface, and the second cellular structure
induces more complicated Mach number distribution as shown
in Fig. 4(b). Generally, these results are similar to previous
studies,34,38 but higher Ea values are further investigated in
this study.

To clarify whether the grid scale affects the numerical
results, resolution studies are performed by using finer grids.
The results from Figs. 2–4 are based on the resolution of 32
grids per half reaction length, and additional simulations are
performed using the resolution of 64 grids per half reaction
length. Figure 5 compares the results with Ea = 35 and 50 based
on two different resolutions, demonstrating that the results
are almost independent on the resolution. Both the oblique
shock/detonation wave angles and the initiation positions agree
with each other. Furthermore, the formation positions of two
types of cellular structures, which are very sensitive to the
numerical resolution, are almost the same. Pressure and tem-
perature curves along the line y = 4 in the case of Ea = 30
and y = 2 in the case of Ea = 50, corresponding the newly
formed smooth surfaces, are plotted in Fig. 6. It is observed
that the difference is negligible except the downstream region,
which is associated with the instability of the slip line nearby.
To further verify the resolution effects, the positions of the
half reaction zone along the line paralleled with the x-axis are
recorded. On the smooth surface, it is fixed at a certain position
but varies when the surface becomes unstable. Figure 7 shows
the pressure oscillation of the half reaction zone along differ-
ent lines, y = 5 and 8, with different resolutions. Along the line
y = 5, the weakly unstable surface has a small amplitude oscil-
lation, which becomes large along the line y = 8. Generally, the

FIG. 4. Local fine structures by the temperature field and Mach number (black
line) on the surface Ea = 35.
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FIG. 5. Temperature with 32 (upper) and 64 (lower) grids per half reaction
length with Ea = 35 (a) and 50 (b).

FIG. 6. Pressure and temperature with 32 (solid) and 64 (dashed) grids per
half reaction length on the line (a) y = 4, Ea = 35 and (b) y = 2, Ea = 50.

amplitude is independent of grid resolution, although totally
overlapping is not feasible due to the randomness of the sur-
face instability. Overall, all these results demonstrate that the
grid resolution of 32 grids per half reaction length is enough

FIG. 7. Pressure oscillation with 32 (upper) and 64 (lower) grids along the
lines y = 5 and 8 with Ea = 35.

to get convergence of the numerical results investigated in this
study, so it is used in the following simulations.

To elucidate the effects of activation energy on the ODW
dynamics, the simulation results with higher Ea, i.e., 40 and
50, are shown in Fig. 8. It is observed that increasing Ea makes
the surface more unstable (i.e., earlier onset of cellular instabil-
ity), so the length of the smooth surface decreases. Meanwhile,
there are obvious changes of ODW structures observed in
Fig. 8. First, the OSW-ODW transition is achieved by a curved
shock in the case of low Ea, e.g., 30 and 40, while a multi-wave
point can be observed as the transition becomes the abrupt one
in the case of Ea = 50 in Fig. 8(b). This abrupt transition
is coupled with a slip line, whose front tip bends toward the
wedge. Furthermore, the slip line becomes unstable so the vor-
tex formation is observed downstream, demonstrating high Ea

promotes the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability in the detonation
product.

The ODW flow fields are transient with the dynamic cel-
lular surface, but above figures only show a snapshot of flow
field at a certain instant. To examine the general characteris-
tics of ODW dynamics, numerical smoked foil records using
maximum pressure trace are also generated during the compu-
tation. Before the simulation, a long region where ODW will
propagate through is prescribed with inflow pressure. During
the simulation, when the ODW sweeps the region, the saved
pressure value will be compared with the pressure around the
ODW and the larger one will be recorded. For the detonation,
the maximum pressure usually appears near the triple points,
and hence, this method will generate the triple point traces to
display the cellular surface, which has a similar effect with the
experimental smoked foil. Figure 9 shows the numerical foil
records with Ea = 30, 40, and 50. The initiation is illustrated by
a transverse high-pressure region, and as described above, the
ODW surfaces are composed of three sections after initiation.

FIG. 8. Pressure (upper) and temperature (lower) with Ea = 40 (a) and 50 (b).
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FIG. 9. Numerical smoked foil records with Ea = 30 (a), 40 (b), and 50 (c).

The first sections are smooth that can locate around y = 20–30
in Fig. 9(a), y = 15–20 in Fig. 9(b), and y = 10–15 in Fig. 9(c).
Above the smooth section, the first fine structure changes the
surface to be unstable, which is featured by LRTWs and hence,
the trajectory of one group of triple points. The formation of
the second fine structure results in the third section, in which
RRTWs are observed clearly, as shown in the zoomed-in pic-
tures. By comparing different frames in Fig. 9, it is observed
that the formations of both LRTW and RRTW depend on Ea

significantly. Further analysis is necessary to characterize the
flow field and quantify the instability.

To study the quantitative difference of numerical cells,
Fig. 10 shows the pressure curves along x = 60 of numerical
smoked foil records from Ea = 30 and 50 in Fig. 9. With the
same M0, the pressure is increased by the OSW to the same
value regardless of different Ea. However, the subsequent heat
release process depends on the reaction sensitivity governed
by Ea. In the case of high Ea, i.e., 50, a severe explosion
at the initiation point is generated. The pressure peak of the
initiation region can reach as high as about 150, while the
peak is about 80 in the case of low Ea, i.e., 30. Furthermore,
high Ea induces the rapid destabilization process, which is
illustrated by the multi-peak pressure on the Ea = 50 curve.

FIG. 10. Pressure along x = 60 of numerical smoked foil in Fig. 9.

It is worth mentioning that the equilibrium pressure in the far
field should be independent of Ea if the ODW surface remains
smooth. However, Ea changes the initiation region and the
following destabilization process, so different ODW structures
are observed.

B. Analysis of the characteristic lengths

To provide a quantitative measurement of the surface
instability, a statistic analysis method has been proposed,38

which is inspired by the work of Sharpe and Radulescu on
irregular detonation cells.50 Two key positions, KP1 and KP2,
have been defined, in which KP1 corresponds to the location
where LRTW first emerges, and KP2 corresponds to the one
where RRTW emerges. KP1 and KP2 are used to define the
characteristic length scales L1 and L2, which stand for the
smooth surface length and the first cellular surface length,
respectively. L1 starts at the detonation initiation point and
terminates at KP1, while L2 starts at KP1 and ends at KP2,
see Fig. 11(a). The values of KP1 and KP2 are not at certain
instant but calculated based on the long-time computation after
the oblique detonation is formed. The instantaneous locations
of these key points are saved every several steps, and if the
total steps are large enough, significant amounts of instanta-
neous key points can be recorded. The probability of KP1 and
KP2 on certain positions can then be calculated through post-
processing, so independent on the non-stationary flow. This
method eliminates the uncertainty induced by the instability,
and it is indeed found that the probability profiles are almost
invariable if the obtained number of instantaneous key points
is large enough.

The probability distributions of KP1 and KP2 and their
cumulative values are shown in Figs. 11(b) and 11(c). In the
case of Ea = 40, KP1 moves in a narrow range around 30
and KP2 moves in a wide range around 50–90, as shown
in Fig. 11(b). Other cases follow similar KP1 and KP2
distributions. Figure 11(c) shows the cumulative probability
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FIG. 11. (a) Definition of characteristic length scales, L1 and L2; (b) proba-
bility distributions of KP1 and KP2 with Ea = 40; (c) cumulative Probability
distributions with Ea = 30, 40, and 50.

distributions of the cases with Ea = 30, 40, and 50. It is
observed that both KP1 and KP2 locate downstream in the case
of Ea = 30 and move upstream when Ea increases. Further-
more, high Ea compresses the length of the region where KP1
and KP2 may appear. Comparing all six plots in Fig. 11(c),
there is always a rapid increase of the KP1 curve in each
case, but not on the KP2 curve. This suggests that the second
destabilization process is more complicated and harder to be
predicted, similar to the observed phenomena in our previous
study.38

To quantify the destabilization characteristics, we use
50% probability to indicate the position of KP1 and KP2, so
the quantities of L1 and L2 can be determined. The dependence
of these lengths on Ea is shown in Fig. 12. When Ea increases
from 30 to 50, L1 decreases first and approaches almost to a
constant when Ea is above 35. On the other hand, L2 decreases
monotonically from 30 to 50, and the slow decreasing rate
observed at the final stage. It is observed that L1 and L2 are
almost the same in the case of Ea = 50.

FIG. 12. Two instability lengths as a function of Ea.

FIG. 13. Temperature of the initiation region with Ea = 50 (upper) and 30
(lower).

Increasing Ea makes the surface more susceptible to insta-
bility, so both L1 and L2 decrease. Although a very narrow
Ea range, from 27 to 33, is employed, a similar trend has
been observed in our previous study.38 However, the present
work demonstrates that the dependence of these characteris-
tic lengths on Ea with a wider range has a peculiar behavior.
Especially when Ea increases from 35 to 40, the near-constant
L1 appears and its mechanism needs to be clarified. When ana-
lyzing the numerical foil records in Fig. 10, the pressure peak
in the case of Ea = 50 is about twice of that in the case of
Ea = 30, suggesting that the difference in the initiation may be
responsible to the following destabilization process. Figure 13
compares the temperature fields of the initiation region with
Ea = 50 and 30. Notably, the OSW-ODW transitions are dif-
ferent, the smooth one for low Ea and abrupt one for high Ea,
resulting in different local structures. In the case of Ea = 50,
there is a quick increase of oblique detonation angle β just after
initiation. Conversely, the oblique detonation angle increase is
moderate in the case of Ea = 30. As studied before,37 high
oblique detonation angle induces high overdriven degree fod ,
defined by (M0 sinβ/MCJ )2, which suppresses the formation
of triple points.

To examine the effect of fod quantitatively, the local over-
driven degrees of smooth ODW surfaces for the cases Ea = 30,
40, and 50 are shown in Fig. 14. It is observed that the highest
fod in the case of Ea = 30 is below 1.8, and fod decreases grad-
ually when surface extends downstream. Increasing Ea not
only moves the initiation points upstream but also raises its
highest fod . The quantities of initiation position and fod depen-
dent on Ea are listed in Table II. It shows that the average
fod increases when Ea increases, and all of them are higher

FIG. 14. Overdriven degree of smooth surfaces with Ea = 30, 40, and 50.
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TABLE II. Initiation position and fod in different cases.

Ea Initial position fod

30 22.86 1.67
35 20.82 1.83
40 19.44 1.96
45 18.51 2.00
50 17.67 2.04

than 1.57 (the theoretical fod). The theoretical value is pre-
dicted by oblique detonation relations, only appears when the
oblique detonation angle reaches its equilibrium state without
the appearance of unstable surface. These results demonstrate
that the destabilization process occurs in a non-equilibrium
oblique detonation surface, in which high Ea plays double
roles on the instability. One role is accelerating the insta-
bility, which has been pointed out before. The other role is
introducing the high fod as a consequence of an abrupt explo-
sion due to increasing mixture reaction sensitivity with high
Ea, so suppressing the instability. Due to these competing
effects, the L1 curve shows a near-constant regime when Ea

increases.
It may be useful to compare this work with two recent

studies concerning the destabilized process.16,39 ODWs behind
the 2-D shock are simulated based on Euler equations with a
two-step induction-reaction kinetic model,39 and a new insta-
bility mechanism derives from the perturbation of the initiation
region is proposed. Although only the first destabilized process
is concerned there, the conclusion, i.e., enhancing the instabil-
ity of detonation will decrease the length of smooth surface,
is the same as this study excepting the detonation instability
is controlled by different parameters. However, with the same
one-step irreversible heat release model but conical shock, the
formation of unstable surfaces in Ref. 16 appears different
from this study. In a limited computational domain with the
same Ea, cellular surfaces are observed in the cases of high
θ, but not the cases of low θ. High θ induces the high fod ,
which should be difficult to destabilize. However, the effect
of conical flow, also known as Taylor-Maccoll flow, intro-
duces a novel structure concerning the uncoupling of shock
and heat release. Then the slow decaying of fod , as shown in
Fig. 14, is interrupted and only occurs after the second ini-
tiation point. These results demonstrate that the destabilized
process of ODW should be studied after a successful initia-
tion, so a continuous decay of overdriven degree is possible.
In addition, these comparisons indicate that the phenomenon is
controlled by different effects and modeling details, hence each
single parameter, such as the activation energy Ea in this study,
should be explored fully to reveal all the possible observa-
tions and associated processes, even within an idealized model
framework to build upon.

After the first destabilized process, the surface evolution
and formation of “key-stone” reactive front occurs on the
cellular surface, which is hard to perform the above analy-
sis. However, the slow decreasing rate of L2 is observed as
shown in Fig. 12, demonstrating a similar trend of L1 from Ea

30 to 40. Theoretically, the high fod should also influence the
second destabilized process because both of them concern

the formation of triple points essentially. The effects of high
fod become intense when L1 decreases, so the second pro-
cess occurs upstream. Therefore, in the high-activation-energy
limit, both L1 and L2 appear to converge and approach to a near
constant value.

Based on the Euler equations with a one-step irreversible
Arrhenius chemistry model, ODW structures are simulated
and effects of Ea on the destabilized processes are clari-
fied. More fruitful phenomena are observed based on the
advanced model, such as the detailed chemistry or two-step
chain-branching models. This study is actually a fundamental
work which should be fully explored before. There are several
controlling parameters in the advanced model, and analyz-
ing those results is not a trivial study. This study provides
the fundamental knowledge of the simplest unstable ODWs,
which ignores several effects and the incident Mach number is
not chosen to simulate certain flight conditions. In the future,
besides the advanced realistic chemistry model, several effects
should be considered to approach the realistic flow. Especially
the turbulence-like reactive front appears, the inclusion of
compressible turbulence will be an important task. However,
simulating turbulence and its effects behind a self-sustained
detonation wave at high Reynolds numbers remains computa-
tionally challenging, if not forbidden. There is still a research
gap and much to learn even using an ideal inviscid detonation
model. Nevertheless, several studies43–48 on the coupling of
turbulence and heat release have performed, which is crucial to
achieve air-breathing supersonic combustion.2 These enlight-
ening results deserve more attention and should complement
in the further ODW studies.

IV. CONCLUSION

Oblique detonation waves (ODWs) are simulated using
the inviscid Euler equations with a one-step irreversible Arrhe-
nius chemistry model. This numerical study investigates in
detail the effects of activation energy Ea on the ODW sur-
face instability behavior, particularly focusing on the initial
ODW structure evolution and analyzing the destabilization
processes.

The numerical results demonstrate that the smooth sur-
face appears after initiation and then destabilizes to generate
the front with local fine structures. Two types of structures
are observed, one is featured by “saw-tooth” reactive front,
and the other is featured by “keystone” reactive front evolved
from the first one. To quantify the feature of unstable surfaces,
we define the first and second instability lengths, L1 and L2, by
the lengths of smooth surface and “saw-tooth” reactive front,
respectively. When Ea increases from 30 to 50, L2 decreases
monotonically, while L1 decreases initially and approaches to
almost a constant. To explain the variation of these two char-
acteristic lengths, the initiation structures and corresponding
fod values near the initiation region are plotted. Generally, high
Ea makes the surface unstable and promotes the appearance
of cellular instabilities, so increasing Ea destabilizes the sur-
face, i.e., decreasing L1 and L2. On the other side, the first
destabilization process occurs close to the initiation region
where the high temperature reaction sensitivity (high Ea)
causes an abrupt explosion introducing high fod . The high
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overdriven effect suppresses the instability, resulting in a larger
destabilized length. Due to the competing effects, the L1 curve
shows a near-constant regime and the slow decreasing rate of
L2 is observed when Ea increases.
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